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Analyzed Phenotypes Documentation

This module provides support and visualization for partially analyzed data stored in a modified GMOD Chado schema.
It is meant to support large scale phenotypic data through backwards compatible improvements to the Chado schema
including the addition of a project and stock foreign key to the existing phenotype table, optimized queries and wellchoosen indexes.
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Administrative Guide

This guide is meant for administrators of a Tripal site. It will show you how to install, configure and provide basic
usage orientation.

1.1 Installation
This module requires the following system be setup prior to installation:
• Drupal 7
• Tripal 3.x
• PostgresSQL 9.3
Additionally, the following extension modules and libraries are pre-requisites: Unpack the following in your sites/
all/modules directory:
• Tripal Download API
• Tripal D3.js
and unpack these libraries in the sites//all/libraries directory:
• PHP Excel Writer Libraries
• D3 JavaScript Library

1.1.1 Quickstart
1. Install pre-requisites (see above).
2. Download this module into your sites/all/modules directory and enable it.
3. Set-up ontology terms at Admin > Tripal > Extensions > Analyzed Phenotypes > Setup Ontologies.
4. Upload data at Admin > Tripal > Data Loaders > Phenotypic Data Importer.
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1.2 General Usage
Warning: Before you can use this module, you need to set it up the module by going to Admin > Tripal >
Extensions> Analyzed Phenotypes > Set-up Ontologies. For more detail on how to do this, see the “Setup” documentation in the Administrators Guide.
Phenotypic data should be uploaded by trusted users, preferably the biologists who generated the data. This is done by
going to Admin > Tripal > Data Loaders > Phenotypic Data Importer. Trusted users should be given permission to this
page via Admin > People > Permissions and checking Upload Analyzed Phenotypic Data for the desired
role. I suggest creating a Specific Role for users who will upload data and assigning users to that role via Admin >
People.
Once you have phenotypic data uploaded, you should see it summarized at Navigation > Phenotypes (https://
[yoursite]/phenotypes). This summary lets users know how many traits and experiments are available for a
given genus. It also summarizes the number of germplasm assayed and the number of measurements stored to give an
indication of magnitude.

Users can then see a summary of specific traits within a project through the Trait Distribution Chart. When you click
on the link for the Trait Distribution chart at the bottom of the summary, you will be taken to a form where you choose
the specific experiment, trait, method, unit combination you want to visualize. This level of granularity ensures that
data is not combined when it is not statistically correct to do so. Also, quantitative data will be visualized with a violin
plot and qualitative data will be visualized by a multi-series bar chart. Additionally, you can configure a watermark
(shown in the screenshot below) for these charts to protect unpublished data.
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Users can also download the data for further analysis. Currently, this module offers download of the data with replicates averaged. This protects the original filtered data while still facilitating genome-wide association studies. We
suggest pairing this module with the ND Genotypes module to allow your users to easily download genotypic and
phenotypic data associated with the same germplasm.

1.3 Set-up Ontologies
1.3.1 Trait Ontologies
When collecting phenotypic data, it is very important to ensure you use the same methodology including units across replicates.
• the trait it was measuring (e.g. plant height)
• the method used to measure it (e.g. stretching the plant)
• the unit it was measured with (e.g. centimetres)
The trait, method and unit are all stored as controlled vocabulary terms with each in it’s own ontology. The Trait
Ontologies fieldset in the Set-up Ontologies form allows you to set these ontologies (see configuration instructions
1.3. Set-up Ontologies
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below).
There are two schools of thought when it comes to storing phenotypic data:
1. Use published ontologies directly
2. Create custom controlled vocabularies which link to published ontologies.
This module supports both methodologies although it caters more to the second one. This is due to my experience
working directly with both breeder’s and researchers who are very particular in how traits are named. By using the
same names they use, we ensure we are accurately capturing the trait which was measured and by linking that trait to
the correct published ontologies (preferably with input from the data collector) we facilitate sharing of data. In my
opinion this is the “best of both worlds” so to speak.
Method #1
1. Use the ontology loader available with Tripal (Admin > Tripal > Data Loaders > Chado Vocabularies > OBO
Vocabulary Loader) to load an associated organism-specific ontology (e.g. http://www.cropontology.org/).
2. (OPTIONAL) Load a more generic trait ontology (e.g. http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/to.html) to associate your traits with. This allows you to utilize two public ontologies with the link between them being specified
by the trusted researcher loading the phenotypic data.
3. Configure each genus with the controlled vocabularies you loaded in step #1 and the database you created in step
#3. To work with this module the controlled vocabulary must have three “namespace”: one for trait, method and
unit. If you loaded an additional public ontology (e.g. plant trait ontology), select it under “Crop Ontology”.
4. Uncheck the “Allow new terms to be added to the Controlled Vocabulary during upload” checkbox to ensure
new terms are not added to the public ontology during upload. Click the “Save Ontology Configuration” button.
Method #2 (Recommended)
1. Create a new controlled vocabulary for the following by using the “Add Vocabulary” form available at Admin
> Tripal > Data Loaders > Chado Vocabularies > Manage Chado CVs. You will need one of the following for
each genus you would like to manage phenotypic data for.
• Trait (e.g. “Phenotypic Traits: Tripalus”)
• Method (e.g. “Phenotypic Methods: Tripalus”)
• Unit (e.g. “Phenotypic Units: Tripalus”)
2. Create a new Database Reference container (i.e. chado.db) per genus by using the “Add Database” form available at Admin > Tripal > Data Loaders > Chado Databases. Chado requires database references for all controlled
vocabulary terms; the one created here will be used for all three controlled vocabularies created in step #1. Leave
the URL and URL prefix blank.
3. (OPTIONAL) Use the ontology loader available with Tripal (Admin > Tripal > Data Loaders > Chado Vocabularies > OBO Vocabulary Loader) to load an associated organism-specific ontology (e.g. http://www.
cropontology.org/).
4. Configure each genus with the controlled vocabularies you created in step #1 and the database you created in
step #3. If you loaded a genus-specific ontology, select it under “Crop Ontology”. Click the “Save Ontology
Configuration” button.
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Note: You can also configure whether you would like new controlled vocabulary terms to be added during upload of
phenotypic data using the checkbox directly above the “Save Ontology Configuration” button. If you want to control
the names of traits, I suggest un-clicking this checkbox and loading your trait dictionary using Admin > Tripal > Data
Loaders > Phenotypic Trait Importer. If you do not have an admin with enough time or expertise to do this then I
suggest leaving it checked and allowing traits to be created as needed.

1.3.2 Controlled Vocabulary Terms
Chado uses controlled vocabularies extensively to allow for flexible storing of data. As such this module supports
that flexibility to ensure that regardless of the types used for your data, this module will still be able to navigate the
necessary relationships and interpret the data.
To provide ease of use, we have already chosen a set of controlled vocabulary terms and inserted them by default. This
makes this portion of the set-up optional.

1.3. Set-up Ontologies
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If you would like to change the above controlled vocabulary terms simply type the term you would like to use instead
in the autocomplete box and then select it from the list. Once you have done this for all terms you would like to
change, click the “Save Term Configuration” button.
Warning: Once you upload data, you can no longer change these terms.

1.4 Page Configuration (Fields)
This module provides a large number of fields for displaying phenotypic data on various Tripal Content Pages. This
guide is going to show you how to configure all of them to produce the following pages. However, every field is
optional so pick and choose to your hearts content.

1.4.1 Trait Pages
The following shows the full trait page configured on a default Tripal site with Antonelli theme and the following field
configuration.

8
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1.4. Page Configuration (Fields)
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Note: First off, we recommend installing tripal_ds and applying the default layout. This will unfortunately pile
all our new Analyzed Phenotypes fields into the summary table but it gives us a good place to start.

Phenotype Summary

1. Go to “Manage Fields” and check that a series of “Phenotype Summary: Number of *” fields are available. If
not, click “Find new fields” and they should appear.
• while not necessary, I suggest grouping these fields in order at the bottom of the page for better readability.
These fields will not add widgets to your add/edit form.
2. Scroll to the bottom of the “Manage Display” page and add a new group named “Phenotype Summary” with a
machine name of “phenosummary” and the type being “Analyzed Phenotypes Data Summary”. Once filling it
out click save to create it.

3. Arrange the new group near the top of the page. It can be within or outside a Tripal Pane based on your
preference. Then arrange each “Phenotype Summary: Number of *” nested underneath the group as shown in
the following image. Click “Save” at the bottom of the page to save the order.
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Note: The order of the fields on this page controls the order of the numbers in the summary graphic.
4. Go back to the “Manage Fields” page and change the name of each “Phenotype Summary: Number of *” field
to be the label you would like displayed on the page. For example, you may change “Phenotype Summary:
Number of Germplasm” to “Germplasm”.

This will produce a summary at the top of your page!
Core Trait Details
This sections shows you which fields contain the core trait information such as definition, method and units.

1.4. Page Configuration (Fields)
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Warning: Remember to click save after each step!
1. Disable the following fields: Accession, Cross Reference, Relationship, Is Obsolete, Resource Type, and Vocabulary. The information provided by these fields is provided by the remaining fields in a more intuitive way.
2. Move the following fields out of the summary table (still in the summary): Phenotype Image and Definition.
3. Move the following fields out of the summary all together: Collection Methods, Phenotyping Experiments,
Germplasm Phenotype Search, Magnitude of Phenotypes, Trait Distribution Plot.

4. Create a Tripal Pane for Collection Methods and another or Experiments by clicking “Create an empty Tripal
Pane” at the top, entering the title and clicking save. Then nest the field within it.

12
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Note: If you do not want a Tripal Pane hidden on page load, click on the gear on the right hand side of the “Manage
Display” for that Tripal Pane and uncheck the “Hide panel on page load” checkbox. Click both “update” and “save”
and changing these settings.

Trait Distribution Plot
The trait distribution plot tool is also provided for embedding on trait pages via the Trait Distribution Plot
field. We recommend placing this field in a Tripal Pane with the “Germplasm Phenotype Search” field beneath it.

1.4. Page Configuration (Fields)
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1.4.2 Germplasm Page
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This configuration applies to any stock-based content type. For example, “cultivar” or “Germplasm Accession” are
content types created by default Tripal using the Chado stock table for storage.
1. Create a Tripal pane to contain all phenotypic data fields.
2. Arrange the Phenotype summary
• Create a new group of type “Analyzed Phenotypes Data Summary” to contain the summary statistics just as we
did on the trait page.
• Move all “Phenotype Summary” fields into this group.
• Rename each “Phenotype Summary” field in the “Manage Fields” page to match what you would like as a label.
• Move the group into the Phenotypic Data Tripal Pane
3. Move the “Magnitude of Phenotypes” field into the Phenotypic Data Tripal Pane, underneath the summary group
but not nested within it. This provides a listing of traits that there is data for the current germplasm and gives an
idea of the magnitude.
4. Move the “Trait Distribution plot” field beneath the “Magnitude of Phenotypes” field. Notice that the trait plot
on germplasm pages has green lines showing where the germplasm falls within each site-year.

1.4. Page Configuration (Fields)
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1.4.3 Project Page

This configuration applies to any project-based content type.
1. Create a Tripal pane to contain all phenotypic data fields.
2. Move the “Trait Distribution plot” field into the Phenotypic Data Tripal Pane.

16
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1.4.4 Where is the Configuration?
All of the following field configuration assumes you are on the “Manage Fields” or “Manage Display” pages for the
tripal content type you are configuring. Specifically, this means that for Traits you would go to Administration »
Structure » Tripal Content Types and then click on either the “Manage Fields” or “Manage Display” links on the same
line as “Trait”.

1.5 Benchmarking
We decided to do more formal benchmarking on two of our modules for the ISMB 2017 Conference. The details of
such are included here for the benefit of the community :-).

1.5.1 Caveats
1. All timings were done on the same hardware (see specification below).
1.5. Benchmarking
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2. Queries were timed at the database level using PostgreSQL 9.4.10 EXPLAIN ANALYZE [query] and as such
don’t include rendering time in Tripal. Note: the addition of the analyze keyword ensures the query is actually
run and the actual total time was reported.
3. The system the tests were run on includes a production Tripal site with small and uneven load. The tests were
run 3 times on the same day over the span of at least 4 hours to help mitigate the differences in load.
4. Datasets are computationally derived with no missing data points.

1.5.2 Timings
Timings were done on July 18,2017
Dataset
#1
#1
#1

Query
Quantitative Mview
Quantitative Directly
Summary

Rep1
32.709 ms
1167.909 ms
0.011 ms

Rep2
25.628 ms
1159.963 ms
0.004 ms

Rep3
25.981 ms
1158.73 ms
0.003 ms

Average
28.106 ms
1162.2 ms
0.006 ms

• See “Datasets” for a description of the datasets the tests were run on and how they were generated.
• See “Queries” section below for the exact queries executed.
• See “Hardware” section for the specification of the database server all tests were run on.

1.5.3 Datasets
The queries were tested on two phenotypic datasets with different composition. Both datasets were generated using
the Generate Tripal Data Drush module; specifically, the drush generate-phenotypes command. While the data is
computationally derived, it does attempt to simulate real data by choosing the range of values for each trait and then
generating quantitative values along a normal distribution. Furthermore, it is ensures that replicate values are within 3
units of each other.
Name
Dataset #1
Dataset #2

Trait
100
100

SiteYears
100
10,000

Germplasm
4500
45

Measurements (Averaged across reps)
135 million
135 million

1.5.4 Queries
The queries executed represent those used to summarize phenotypic data results. Keep in mind that the results from
the queries may be further processed before display and that times reported here do not include render times as stated
in the caveats section above.
Quantitative Measurement Distribution
This is the query executed to extract the quantitative data collected for a single trait within a single experiment. The
data retrieved represents pre-computed means per germplasm and site-year combination for a given trait (denoted
:trait_id) and experiment (denoted :project_id).
SELECT location, year, stock_name, mean
FROM chado.mview_phenotype
WHERE experiment_id=:project_id AND trait_id=:trait_id

18
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This query is made much simpler thanks to the use of a materialized view. For context, the following query is used to
generate the materialized view:
SELECT
o.genus as organism_genus,
trait.cvterm_id as trait_id,
trait.name as trait_name,
proj.project_id as project_id,
proj.name as project_name,
loc.value as location,
yr.value as year,
s.stock_id as germplasm_id,
s.name as germplasm_name,
avg( CAST(p.value as FLOAT) ) as mean
FROM chado.phenotype p
LEFT JOIN chado.cvterm trait ON trait.cvterm_id=p.attr_id
LEFT JOIN chado.project proj USING(project_id)
LEFT JOIN chado.stock s USING(stock_id)
LEFT JOIN chado.organism o ON o.organism_id=s.organism_id
LEFT JOIN chado.phenotypeprop loc ON loc.phenotype_id=p.phenotype_id
AND loc.type_id IN (SELECT cvterm_id FROM chado.cvterm WHERE name='Location')
LEFT JOIN chado.phenotypeprop yr ON yr.phenotype_id=p.phenotype_id
AND yr.type_id IN (SELECT cvterm_id FROM chado.cvterm WHERE name='Year')
GROUP BY trait.cvterm_id, trait.name, proj.project_id, proj.name, loc.value, yr.value,
˓→ s.stock_id, s.name, o.genus;

Experiment Summary
This is the query executed on the main phenotype page which summarizes how many traits, experiments, unique siteyears and measurements (averaged across reps) in the current Tripal site broken down by crop/organism. This query
is greatly improved by the use of a materialized view.
SELECT * FROM chado.mview_phenotype_summary;

1.5.5 System Specification
Our Production Tripal site is setup on a dedicated two-box system (webserver + database server) with Apache + PHP
installed on the first box and PostgreSQL installed on the second box. All testing for this benchmarking was done on
a clean Tripal v3 site setup on the same two boxes in order to show queries time on a Production Server versus a less
powerful Development server.
• RAID 10 configuration
• Debian GNU/Linux 8.7 (jessie)
• PostgreSQL 9.4.10
• Minimal PostgreSQL configuration tuning
• Hardware Specification (Database Server only)
– Lenovo X3650 M5 2U Rackmount
– Server 2x Xeon 6C E52643 V3 3.4GHz
– 128GB RAM (8x 16GB TruDDR4 Memory (2Rx4, 1.2V) LP RDIMM) 1x ServeRAID M5210 Controller
w/ 1GB Flash/RAID 5 Upgrade

1.5. Benchmarking
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– 8x 600GB 15K 6Gbps SAS 2.5in G3HS HDD
– Redundant Power Supplies
– 4x 1GbE Onboard Ethernet

1.6 Data Storage
Phenotypic data is stored in the existing Chado phenotype table with the addition of a project and stock foreign key.
This allows phenotypic data measurements to be linked directly to the germplasm they were taken from rather then
through the Chado nd_experiment tables providing a huge efficiency boost.

This allows the trait (attr_id), measurement (value or cvalue_id), germplasm (stock_id) combination for a given project
(project_id) to be stored as a single record. The location, year, data collector, etc for that data point are then stored in
the phenotypeprop table.

20
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CHAPTER

2

User Guide

This guide is meant for data curators and users of your Tripal site. It demonstrates some of the functionality and
provides tutorials for data import and export.

2.1 Uploading Phenotypic Data
2.1.1 Upload File Format
The upload data page imports analyzed phenotypic data provided in Tab-Delimited Values (TSV) format. Phenotypic
data should be filtered for outliers and mis-entries before being uploaded here. Do not upload data that should not
be used in the final analysis for a scientific article. Furthermore, data should NOT be averaged across replicates or
site-year.
This file is expected to contain the following columns:
• Trait Name: The full name of the trait as you would like it to appear on a trait page. This should not be
abbreviated. (e.g. Days till one open flower)
• Method Name: A short (<4 words) name describing the method. This should uniquely identify the method
while being very succinct. (e.g. 10% Plot at R1)
• Unit: The unit the trait was measured with. In the case of a scale this column should defined the scale. (e.g.
days)
• Germplasm Accession: The stock.uniquename for the germplasm whose phenotype was measured. (e.g.
ID:1234)
• Germplasm Name: The stock.name for the germplasm whose phenotype was measured. (e.g. Variety ABC)
• Year: The 4-digit year in which the measurement was taken. (e.g. 2020)
• Location: The full name of the location either using “location name, country” or GPS coordinates (e.g. Saskatoon, Canada)
• Replicate: The number for the replicate the current measurement is in. (e.g. 3)

21
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• Value: The measured phenotypic value. (e.g. 34)
• Data Collector: The name of the person or organization which measured the phenotype.
The following is a short example:
Trait Name
Method Name
Unit
Germplasm Accession
˓→Location
Replicate
Value
Data Collector
Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet metris ID:1
GERM1
2015
˓→1
5.3
Lacey Sanderson
Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet metris ID:2
GERM2
2015
˓→1
2.2
Lacey Sanderson
Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet metris ID:3
GERM3
2015
˓→1
4.9
Lacey Sanderson
Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet metris ID:1
GERM1
2015
˓→Lacey Sanderson
Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet metris ID:2
GERM2
2015
˓→Lacey Sanderson
Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet metris ID:3
GERM3
2015
˓→Lacey Sanderson
Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet metris ID:1
GERM1
2015
˓→Lacey Sanderson
Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet metris ID:2
GERM2
2015
˓→Lacey Sanderson
Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet metris ID:3
GERM3
2015
˓→Lacey Sanderson

Germplasm Name

Year

"Neither up, nor Down"
"Neither up, nor Down"
"Neither up, nor Down"
There

1

5.1

There

1

3.6

There

1

4

Here

1

5.1

Here

1

3.3

Here

1

4.5

Note:
You can see a full example of this file distributed with the module: tests/example_files/
AnalyzedPhenotypes-TestData-1trait3loc2yr3rep.txt. The screenshots in this tutorial were taken
importing this particular example file.

2.1.2 Stage 1: Upload File
The importer is available through the Administrative Toolbar > Tripal > Data Loaders > Phenotypic Data Importer.
1. Enter the name of the experiment your phenotypic data was taken for. The experiment should already exist. If
your experiment does not exist, first go to Admin Toolbar > Content > Tripal Content > Add Tripal Content to
add a “Research Experiment” describing your experiment.
2. Choose the genus of the organism of the germplasm samples your data was taken on. This system supports data
from multiple species but requires each file only contain a single genus. If the genus is not available, contact
your administrator to configure ontologies for your genus.
3. Next, under file upload, use the “Browse” button to select the file containing your phenotypic data. Navigate to
the file and click open, then click “Upload File”.
Warning: The trait, method and unit names in your file will be used in the describe phase but you will be unable
to change you. Please ensure the trait name (e.g. Days till Plants have one open flower) is generic to allow data to
be combined with the method name (e.g. Days till 10% of plants/plot have one open flower) very specific.
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Basic compliance tests at the file level are performed to ensure that requirements outlined are met. For instance, the
file must be a valid tab-delimited file following the format outlined above, the genus must be configured for phenotypic
data and the experiment must be selected. You will only be notified about errors so you can assume the file validated
properly if you see the screen shown in Stage 2.

2.1.3 Stage 2: Validate File
In this stage, the file undergoes a data level validation. The entire file is tested against a set of validation rules to ensure that the
• File complies with the format specified above
• If “Allow new traits. . . ” has been unchecked in configuration, ensure all traits already exist.
2.1. Uploading Phenotypic Data
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• All columns have a value
• All metadata columns have the correct data type (e.g. integer for replicates)
• Each value matches the expected data type, based on the unit
• All germplasm must already exist in the site and matches to the file must be exact
• Trait, method, unit, germplasm, location, year, replicate combination must be unique in the file
While validation is ongoing, the user is presented with spinner.

Warning: Administrators are urged to setup the Tripal Daemon since validation occurs during a Tripal Job.
Once validation is complete, you will be shown a list of green checkmarks detailing which criteria passed. If any
criteria were not met, a red stop symbol will be shown with helpful information on how to fix the problem.
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2.1.4 Stage 3: Describe Traits
Each unique trait in the file is described in this step.
If the trait already exists, you will be shown the trait name, method and unit details existing in the system. This allows
you to confirm you have chosen the right values for your file. If the trait does not already exist and the system has
been configured to allow entry of traits on upload, you will be asked to describe your trait, data collection method and
units.

2.1. Uploading Phenotypic Data
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You also have the ability to upload images describing a trait. For example, an image showing the scale is particularly
helpful!
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Finally, the data in the file for a given trait is summarized. This can help you pick out problems such as outliers with
the data before you upload it. Furthermore, it can be used to confirm the correct file was uploaded.
Warning: Once you click “Import File”, the form submits a Tripal job to complete the importing process. The
form will reset and the Tripal Job will be completed in the background.

2.2 Downloading Phenotypic Data
Download data page is where user can download a subset of analyzed phenotypes data, as well as, the full set. Data
generated in this page can be xlxs, tsv and csv file format.

2.2. Downloading Phenotypic Data
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To further filter data for desired set, additional filter options are available to user.
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To organize result set, options are provided to ensure that exported data meet users requirements in terms of file format,
header ordering and average values.

2.2. Downloading Phenotypic Data
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File is generated instantly based on the filter and format options selected by user.
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2.3 Visualize Phenotypic Data
The data you have loaded is summarized on the phenotypic summary page. The following example summarizes two
experiments where a total of six traits were measured. The number of germplasm represents the unique set assayed
among all traits and experiments; it does not imply that any one trait was measured by 324 germplasm although this
may be the case. The number of measurements indicates the number of phenotypic data points available.

To visualize the distribution of values for a single trait, see the Trait Distribution chart for that trait. This chart can
be accessed from the summary page above and will summarize the data for a single trait within a single experiment.
Data is averaged across replicates but not across site-years. This allows you to compare the trait distribution between
site-years for consistency and/or environmental effect. For quantitative traits a violin plot is shown and for qualitative
traits a multi-bar chart is shown.

2.3. Visualize Phenotypic Data
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2.4 Tripal Fields
This module offers a number of Tripal Fields for enhancing trait, project, and germplasm pages. Fields are available to
content types with specific chado base tables as indicated below. In addition to the default Tripal content types listed,
these fields will also be available to any custom content types based on the listed chado tables.

2.4. Tripal Fields
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2.4.1 Trait Distribution Chart (hp__phenotypic_variability)
Base Chado table
Default Tripal Content Types

project, stock, cvterm (traits)
Project, Study, Cultivar (germplasm Variety), Generated Germplasm (breeding Cross),
Germplasm Accession, Recombinant Inbred Line

In all cases, this field will embed the Trait Distribution Chart in your Tripal Content page. However, there is also
specific forms and functionality depending on the content type it is attached to.
Germplasm
On stock-based pages, the user can select an experiment (project) and a trait after which they will see the trait distribution plot specific to that combination. If the trait was measured using multiple methods (e.g. if the method changed
through the project) then a chart per method will be shown. Additionally, the current germplasm is indicated in each
site-year by a green line intersecting the violin. The user can hover-over the attached circular handle to see the exact
value recorded for the current germplasm in a particular site-year.
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Traits
On cvterm-based trait pages, the user can select the specific experiment after which they will see the trait distribution
plot for the current trait specific to the experiment chosen. If the trait was measured using multiple methods (e.g. if
the method changed through the project) then a chart per method will be shown.

2.4. Tripal Fields
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Project
On project-based pages, the user can choose a trait to visualize after which they will see the trait distribution plot
specific to the current project. If the trait was measured using multiple methods (e.g. if the method changed through
the project) then a chart per method will be shown.
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2.4.2 Magnitude of Phenotypes (local__magnitude_of_phenotypes)
Base Chado table
Default Tripal Content Types

stock
Cultivar (germplasm Variety), Generated Germplasm (breeding Cross), Germplasm Accession, Recombinant Inbred Line

This field is meant to give an indication for how much phenotypic data is available for a given germplasm. It indicates
the number of traits measured and the total number of phenotypic measurements collected, as well as linking to both
the trait distribution chart and individual trait pages for more information. The first few traits are shown by default
with an expandable arrow giving access to the rest.

2.4. Tripal Fields
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2.4.3 Methodology (ncit__method)
Base Chado table
Default Tripal Content Types

cvterm (traits)
None available. Please create a content type through the Administrative UI.

This field simply lists the methods used to measure a given trait. This is helpful for understanding the differences you
may see between data from different experiments, as well as, to inform possible techniques for future experiments.

2.4.4 Experiments (sio__study)
Base Chado table
Default Tripal Content Types

cvterm (traits)
None available. Please create a content type through the Administrative UI.

This field lists each experiment assaying the current trait. For each experiment the method used and site-years are
listed.
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2.4. Tripal Fields
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CHAPTER

3

Contributing

We’re excited to work with you! Post in the issues queue with any questions, feature requests, or proposals.

3.1 Automated Testing
This module uses Tripal Test Suite. To run tests locally:
cd MODULE_ROOT
composer up
./vendor/bin/phpunit

This will run all tests associated with the Analyzed Phenotypes extension module. If you are running into issues, this
is a good way to rule out a system incompatibility.
Warning: It is highly suggested you ONLY RUN TESTS ON DEVELOPMENT SITES. We have done our best
to ensure that our tests clean up after themselves; however, we do not guarantee there will be no changes to your
database.

3.2 Manual Testing (Demonstration)
We have provided a Tripal Test Suite Database Seeder to make development and demonstration of functionality easier.
To populate your development database with fake phenotypic data:
1. Install this module according to the instructions in the administration guide.
2. Create an organism (genus: Tripalus; species: databasica)
3. Configure the module terms by Navigating to Administration » Tripal » Extensions » Analyzed Phenotypes »
Set-up Ontologies and click “Save term configuration” at the bottom of the page.
4. Run the database seeder to populate the database using the following commands:
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cd MODULE_ROOT
composer up
./vendor/bin/tripaltest db:seed PhenotypeSeeder

4. Populate the materialized views by going to Administration » Tripal » Data Storage » Chado » Materialized
Views and clicking “Populate” beside mview_phenotype and mview_phenotype_summary. Finally
run the Tripal jobs submitted.
5. Create the trait content type by going to Administration » Structure » Tripal Content Types » Add Tripal Content
Type. We suggest the following values:
• Chado Base Table: cvterm
• Use a Parent Chado cvterm? No. All records belong to a single controlled vocabulary.
• Restrict to Vocabulary: [get value from set-up ontologies page]
6. To play with trait pages go to Administration » Structure » Tripal Content Types » Publish Tripal Content and
select the term used in step 5 to create pages.
Warning: NEVER run database seeders on production sites. They will insert fictitious data into Chado.

3.3 Stress Testing
We have also provided a Tripal Test Suite Database Seeder to be used for stress testing this module. It inserts 3 billion
phenotype records including associated metadata. To populate your development database with this fake phenotypic
dataset:
1. Install this module according to the instructions in the administration guide.
2. Run the database seeder to populate the database using the following commands:
cd MODULE_ROOT
composer up
./vendor/bin/tripaltest db:seed MassivePhenotypeSeeder

3. Populate the materialized views by going to Administration » Tripal » Data Storage » Chado » Materialized
Views and clicking “Populate” beside mview_phenotype and mview_phenotype_summary and run
the Tripal jobs submitted.
4. Edit tests/massivePhenotypesTimings.php to include a trait and project ID which exist.
5. Run the timings script to determine how specific queries in the module may respond to the current dataset.
cd MODULE_ROOT
drush php-script tests/massivePhenotypesTimings.php

Warning: This script will take at least 4 hours to run due to 9 spaced replicates. Additionally, the
execution time will increase depending on how your system handles these queries.
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